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Meta-analyses are employed when clinical equipoise exists

ithout definitive studies to provide certainty. Such analyses in-

lude all events from each study; data are treated as a whole data

et. No disadvantage results from including small studies; indeed

xclusion may bias outcomes. Where larger studies exist, the in-

lusion of smaller studies may not contribute significantly to point

stimates, but are likely to decrease variance [1] . Only 17% of 3905

eta-analyses in Cochrane Reviews in the specialty of gynecology

ad at least two adequately powered studies [1] . Our study in-

ludes several large studies for most outcomes [2] . 

When large adequately powered studies exist a rapid meta-

nalysis to estimate outcomes is possible [1] . Thus, because the

hree studies that report late neonatal mortality as an outcome are

mong the large and better-powered studies together they provide

 reasonable estimate [1] . While no studies report outcomes after

8 days it is reassuring that few infants were admitted to NICU

nd admissions were less likely to occur among women planning

ome birth. This exceptionally rare outcome is unlikely to change

verall findings of our study. 

We hope this clarifies why all relevant studies are included. In

ontrast to the contention that we provide a fragmented picture of
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nfant outcomes we believe our paper assists in summarising liter-

ture. The question of how much evidence is enough remains. We

upport continued research on place of birth noting that despite

enefits of hospital birth for low risk births never being demon-

trated, the burden of proof lies on the doorstep of homes. 
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